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Our Fragile World 

 

Gold to Fly like a Kite - up to its highest height! (with apologies to Mary Poppins) 

  

We have endured and come out stronger from a tumultuous quarter. We have watched in shock and awe the 

devastating effects of the earthquakes in New 

unfolding Middle East and North African (MENA) uprisings.

 

Through it all we have remained steadfast in our views and have not changed our investment strategy or 

philosophy. 

We have outperformed the local and international indices over the past year.

  

One of our biggest contrarian calls and where our clients have benefited handsomely has been our long standing 

call on Gold. 

 

The majority of our clients have 5% or more in gold shares and or gol

We have believed and continue to believe that gold should be a core holding in every portfolio.

 

As we have said in our past newsletters

between indebted nations and emerging cou

stumble and sometimes crumble on the sheer self

 

Gold will continue to soar to its highest height 

tsunamis, MENA uprisings and inflationary shocks.
 

Go West (or EAST, or North - just diversify out of Australia)

  

The Australian dollar is too strong.  There are 2 main reasons for this

other not currently in their control. 

 

We stated nearly 2 years ago that the RBA hiked interest rates too hard too fast and too soon. The impact of

too fast, gung-ho monetary policy is a stronger A$. Our interest rates are amongst the highest in the world, our 

economy ex Resources is hurting, retail is in dire straits, housing is under pressure and all consumers are feeling 

the effect of the strong A$. 

 

The country is uncompetitive, manufacturing is almost non

stalled or at best is in bottom gear.  

  

The other reason why the A$ is strong is due to China's insatiable appetite for our resources.

Apart from Australian resources, which we continue to like, there's not much value on offer in Australia. 

 

We are strongly of the opinion that now, even more so, is the time to invest offshore. We've said in the past 

that the Australian stock market represents only 2% of the World markets 

opportunity to invest overseas whether via direct internat

 

We have short lists for both direct international 

share our ideas with you on a consultative basis for non

We remain happy with our BMF clients’ international exposure.
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s highest height! (with apologies to Mary Poppins)  

We have endured and come out stronger from a tumultuous quarter. We have watched in shock and awe the 

devastating effects of the earthquakes in New Zealand and Japan and grappled with the cause and effect of the 

unfolding Middle East and North African (MENA) uprisings. 

Through it all we have remained steadfast in our views and have not changed our investment strategy or 

ed the local and international indices over the past year. 

One of our biggest contrarian calls and where our clients have benefited handsomely has been our long standing 

The majority of our clients have 5% or more in gold shares and or gold bullion. 

We have believed and continue to believe that gold should be a core holding in every portfolio.

As we have said in our past newsletters, Gold will continue to go higher as long as the world's imbalances 

between indebted nations and emerging countries prevail, and as most of the first world countries stagger and 

stumble and sometimes crumble on the sheer self-inflicted stockpile of debt. 

Gold will continue to soar to its highest height - as long as the world teeters precariously surrounded by

inflationary shocks. 

just diversify out of Australia) 

The Australian dollar is too strong.  There are 2 main reasons for this - one within Government's control and the 

We stated nearly 2 years ago that the RBA hiked interest rates too hard too fast and too soon. The impact of

ho monetary policy is a stronger A$. Our interest rates are amongst the highest in the world, our 

esources is hurting, retail is in dire straits, housing is under pressure and all consumers are feeling 

The country is uncompetitive, manufacturing is almost non-existent and other than resources

The other reason why the A$ is strong is due to China's insatiable appetite for our resources.

Apart from Australian resources, which we continue to like, there's not much value on offer in Australia. 

nion that now, even more so, is the time to invest offshore. We've said in the past 

that the Australian stock market represents only 2% of the World markets - local investors should be seizing this 

opportunity to invest overseas whether via direct international equities or international managed funds.

international equities and international managed funds and are happy to 

share our ideas with you on a consultative basis for non-BMF Asset Management clients.  

ppy with our BMF clients’ international exposure. 

BMF International Asset Management Pty Ltd 

PTO -> 

We have endured and come out stronger from a tumultuous quarter. We have watched in shock and awe the 

Zealand and Japan and grappled with the cause and effect of the 

Through it all we have remained steadfast in our views and have not changed our investment strategy or 

One of our biggest contrarian calls and where our clients have benefited handsomely has been our long standing 

We have believed and continue to believe that gold should be a core holding in every portfolio. 

to go higher as long as the world's imbalances 

most of the first world countries stagger and 

as long as the world teeters precariously surrounded by debt 

one within Government's control and the 

We stated nearly 2 years ago that the RBA hiked interest rates too hard too fast and too soon. The impact of a 

ho monetary policy is a stronger A$. Our interest rates are amongst the highest in the world, our 

esources is hurting, retail is in dire straits, housing is under pressure and all consumers are feeling 

existent and other than resources, the economy has 

The other reason why the A$ is strong is due to China's insatiable appetite for our resources. 

Apart from Australian resources, which we continue to like, there's not much value on offer in Australia.  

nion that now, even more so, is the time to invest offshore. We've said in the past 

local investors should be seizing this 

ional equities or international managed funds. 

managed funds and are happy to 
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Note: This newsletter constitutes general advice only and should not be relied upon without consulting your financial adviser

 

 

Inflation 

  

It's arrived, it's here to stay. It will impact on 

 

It will eat into cash, it will negatively impact on bonds 

ensure you hold gold. 
 

See for yourself a sample of CPI indices around the world 

  

� Australia     2.7% v 2.1% 

� Britain         4.4% v 3% 

� USA              2.1% v 2.1%  (don't be fooled

� Euro area    2.6% v 1.6% 

� Singapore   5% v 1% 

� Israel           4.2% v 3.6% 

� Brazil           6% v 4.8% 

 
Source: The Economist, April 2011 

 

What to do - how to survive and prosper in this fragile world of ours

  

� Be vigilant on asset allocation 

� Understand and believe in what you invest in (the KISS principle)

� Don't leverage 

� Own hard assets 

� Invest internationally  

 

Other non-Investment matters but equally important that require your attention:

  

Self Managed Super Funds: there has been a lot of coverage 

fallen foul of the increasing tangled web of SMSF rules. The ATO is acting ruthlessly on non

and over-contribution of Superannuation Deducted and Undeducted Contributions.  ASIC are tighte

their advice content, format and quality thereof of 

managing your own fund, you need to take great care that you are fully compliant with 

legislation of the ATO, ASIC and the Superannuation 

 

Estate Planning: We're increasingly com

plan. We can assist and advise in conjunction with one of our approved Estate Planning legal s

If the proverbial bus comes tomorrow, are you prepared?

 

To discuss any of the above, whether investment strategies

please contact Barry Mendel, Saul Borowitz or Jill Nes.

 

For specific tax, accounting and consulting matters please contact your Barry Mendel Frank director
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This newsletter constitutes general advice only and should not be relied upon without consulting your financial adviser

 

It's arrived, it's here to stay. It will impact on Western, Asian and Emerging countries. 

to cash, it will negatively impact on bonds – you should have appropriate equity 

See for yourself a sample of CPI indices around the world - today compared to a year ago: 

(don't be fooled - fuel and food are both excluded!) 

how to survive and prosper in this fragile world of ours 

and and believe in what you invest in (the KISS principle) 

Investment matters but equally important that require your attention: 

there has been a lot of coverage recently in the press on SMSF's. Many SMSF

fallen foul of the increasing tangled web of SMSF rules. The ATO is acting ruthlessly on non-

n Deducted and Undeducted Contributions.  ASIC are tighte

their advice content, format and quality thereof of advice given by Financial Advisors and Brokers. If you are 

you need to take great care that you are fully compliant with 

uperannuation Industry Supervision Act. 

We're increasingly coming across clients who have outdated wills and an inadequate estate 

plan. We can assist and advise in conjunction with one of our approved Estate Planning legal s

If the proverbial bus comes tomorrow, are you prepared? 

whether investment strategies and ideas, SMSF issues or Family 

, Saul Borowitz or Jill Nes. 

and consulting matters please contact your Barry Mendel Frank director

This newsletter constitutes general advice only and should not be relied upon without consulting your financial adviser 

equity exposure and 

 

recently in the press on SMSF's. Many SMSFs have 

-compliance breaches 

n Deducted and Undeducted Contributions.  ASIC are tightening up on 

dvisors and Brokers. If you are 

you need to take great care that you are fully compliant with the ever-changing 

dated wills and an inadequate estate 

plan. We can assist and advise in conjunction with one of our approved Estate Planning legal specialists.  

Family Office matters, 

and consulting matters please contact your Barry Mendel Frank director. 


